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What is Duolingo? 
Duolingo is a language learning website.  Consisting of numerous courses 

Duolingo has over 20 million active users.  Duolingo is highly effective as 

found in a study by the City University of New York.  It was found that 34 

hours on Duolingo was equivalent to a term of college work, which could take 

over 130 hours.  Duolingo provides English courses 23 different languages, 

and 13 courses for English speakers, with new ones being released every 

couple of months. 

On the website you can compete with your friends and family, to try and 

achieve the most points.  In this magazine we will have the current leader 

board for all those using the site at St Olave’s as of 12pm Sunday 28
th
 June.  

Each course has a series of skills you need to complete.  By completing these 

skills you will earn points and Lingots, with which you can claim extra 

skills, unlock new ways of learning and get Duo (the Great Green Owl) a new 

costume. 

If you think you would like to learn a new language, or just brush up your 

existing knowledge of French, Spanish or German, then Duolingo is for you.  

Sign up today.  Make an account.  It is completely free. 
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Introduction 

It has been another successful month for Duolingo at St 

Olave’s.  Numerous new language courses have become 

available in the past month: Esperanto, Bokmal and 

Ukrainian, each of which have been taken up by 

students at St Olave’s.  We eagerly await the release 

of Hungarian and Russian, which currently are set to 

become available in July and August respectively.  It 

is also exciting to see the rapid progression in the 

making of Duolingo courses for Vietnamese, Romanian, 

Polish, Hebrew and Klingon.  
Many new people have been joining Duolingo this month, especially in Year 8.  

Though not as large as the amount of people who joined last month, it is 

encouraging to see that the amount of Duolingo users at Saint Olaves is 

steadily growing. 

Finally, this month, we have decided to start introducing featuring languages 

in each edition of the magazine.  This language will have a feature length 

article written about it and will usually be selected from new language 

courses on Duolingo or from popular interest.  This month our featured 

language is Esperanto, as it has recently been released as a learning course 

on Duolingo. 

For a digital version of the magazine please email 

jacob.gaskell@saintolaves.net  
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A history of languages: Swedish 
By Freddie Skerrett  

The modern language of Swedish has undergone considerable changes since its 

roots in Proto-Norse. The first of these changes occurred in the 8th century 

when decisive events in the Scandinavian world split Norse into two different 

languages: Old West Norse (spoken in Denmark and Iceland) and Old East Norse 

(spoken in Sweden and Denmark). One of the major differences between Proto-

Norse and Old Norse was the alphabet.  Proto Norse used the Elder Futhark 

alphabet while Old Norse was written with the Younger Futhark alphabet. 

Swedish started to evolve 

into its own language in 

1200 AD as innovations 

spread unevenly in 

Scandinavia splitting the 

languages again into old 

Danish and old Swedish. Old 

Swedish was the major 

dialect of medieval Sweden. 

It is thought to have begun in 1225 with the Västgötalagen ("the Västgöta 

Law"), which was a document setting out Swedish law codes written in Latin 

script. Latin and Greek words joined the language in this period with the 

growing influence of the church.  

In the 1520s Swedish evolved again. This change was sparked by the reformation 

of the church and the Swedish conversion to Protestantism.  At this time the 

Bible was also translated into Swedish (this version of the Bible was commonly 

used in Sweden until 1917). Also in this era, more Latin and Germanic 

influences joined the language, such as the capitalisation of the first 

letter of nouns. The Swedish spoken today started in the late 19th century, 

as written and spoken Swedish become closer to each other. In the early 20th 

century, common standardised Swedish became the norm for the country. The 

final change for the language came in the 1950s with the du-reformen, "the 

You-Reform”. This changed how you were meant to address people, making more 

casual words acceptable to address people above you in social rank or age. 
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The Language of Whistles 
By Adesh Dooraree and Anantha Anilkumar  

Whilst a human voice is often lost and muddled up across long distances, a 

sharp whistle can often been heard and recognised for many miles. This forms 

the basis of many basic signal languages used across the world. A famous 

example is the didgeridoo signals of the Aborigines. However, an entire 

language is constructed of such whistles and can be found in La Gomera in 

the Canary Islands. Going by the name of Silbo Gomera, this language consists 

of the coding of Spanish into whistling signals which can be used to 

communicate across the island. Whilst it does not even sound like Spanish, 

let alone any spoken language, close studies have found that these whistles 

recreate the acoustics of speech through the acoustic distinctions between 

each particular type of whistle. 

In most Indo-European languages, one is accustomed to decode changes in pitch 

as an intonation or method of putting emphasis upon a certain syllable or 

word. However in languages such as Mandarin, which is taught in schools in 

England, many a student has found much difficulty in finding out the various 

meanings formed by changing the pitch of a certain syllable or word. Indeed 

a change in pitch is used in many Asiatic languages to denote a change in 

meaning, like for example in 

Vietnamese which uses its diacritics 

in its Latin alphabet to 

geometrically indicate such changes 

in pitch.  

Different still, is the whistling 

language of La Gomera where pitch 

changes are indicative of vowels or 

consonants. In the language Silbo 

Gomera, the vowels range from the 

highest pitch indicative of “i” 

sliding down to the lowest pitch 

which indicates an “o” sound. 

Consonants are entirely new complex 

matter. These are distinguished using 

a variety of factors including how fast or how much the pitch falls, whether 

this is a smooth transition or an abrupt one, relative loudness, steadiness 

and rate of decay of the sound. More details can be found in a paper upon 

the matter by Anne Rialland, from Laboratoire de phonétique et phonologie, 

at the following web address: http://www.silbo-gomero.com/wlanguages.pdf. 

http://www.silbo-gomero.com/wlanguages.pdf
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.pellagofio.com/?q%3Dnode/842&ei=aheFVe7PCIv9UP_LqtgJ&bvm=bv.96339352,d.d24&psig=AFQjCNGeCowOdUopxNxNttPPv-6KjNnXqw&ust=1434872027622029
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Dynamic aspects can also be noted to make the finer distinctions between the 

various consonants. Evidently practice makes perfect as the recognition of 

most sounds comes from years of listening and distinguishing between them. 

In 2009, UNESCO added Silbo Gomera to its somewhat fantastically named: 

Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity. A sharp decline 

in usage took place during the 1950s due to a variety of reasons such as 

economic decline and the introduction of telephones, but in spite of this, 

Silbo Gomera still remains an essential part of culture on the island.  It 

is taught in schools and its recent recognition by UNESCO and preservation 

efforts have led to a resurgence in its usage throughout the Canary Islands. 
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Esperanto 
By Edwin Roberts  

Esperanto has been long awaited by Duolinguists. Fascinating linguists for 

years at how a “made-up language” (or conlang) could reach as high as 2 

million speakers. We have seen 32,500 Duolinguists, so far, enrolled on the 

course for English speakers. This figure is only bound to grow within the 

coming weeks, while Duolingo makes every effort to spread the word. Having 

seen the inclusion of Esperanto in Google Translate and now Duolingo, the 

last piece of the jigsaw is the interest in the language. So why learn 

Esperanto (and why use Duolingo to do it)? 

 

Firstly, Esperanto is as real as any language, although constructed; this is 

a particularly beneficial factor, as its grammar is completely regular, and 

thus easier and quicker to learn. With the format of Duolingo, this process 

is made even easier. Esperanto’s vocabulary is predominantly derived from 

juxtapositions of English, Polish, Russian, Spanish, French, German, Portu-

guese and Italian, meaning derivatives can help you in the embarking of a 

journey into another 

language, much in the 

way that Latin can 

help you in the Ro-

mance language depart-

ment. 

 

Secondly, with Espe-

ranto’s system of af-

fixes, you only need 

to learn a small pool 

of words to be able to 

form compound words to 

help the flow of con-

versation. Duolingo particularly picks up on this, which is why the course 

makers have done such a great job to include this throughout the learning 

process, rather than going over relentless grammar rules. (This is possibly 

the reason I have slowed down in my Swedish learning, and also why I think 

you would much better spend your time on Esperanto rather than another new 

addition to Duolingo’s menagerie of languages - Hungarian!) 

 

Furthermore, it is often argued that Esperanto is useless, and that Esperan-

tists want it to be an adopted language of the world that would wipe all 

languages from the face of the Earth. Well, according to most Esperantists, 

they wouldn’t want this in the slightest. Not only would this break the 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=https://www.pinterest.com/jacastroh1/esperanto/&ei=e5WLVfrrFMToUsy-scgH&bvm=bv.96782255,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNGGZ6XrENylwUfUatUI4EWBj2fEEA&ust=1435297512185162
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political neutrality of Esperanto, but decimate its own unique culture, of 

which includes the writing of magazines, science fiction, music, and everyday 

communication. Its use in travel is growing, and the founding of a Duolingo 

course creating the link between the digitalized world and Esperanto, could 

be the rebirth of a Zamenhof’s dream as a bridge between cultures and peoples 

across the world. 

 

What is truly great about Esperanto is the fact that it is a language where 

you feel a sense of achievement, that rapid progression means you are actually 

capable of speaking a language. In fact, within a few months most people are 

able to get a good grasp of Esperanto (I must admit, however, juggling this 

with Swedish proves to be a particularly tricky task. Never mix Nordic with 

Esperanto!). Tolstoy even claimed that learning just three or four hours’ 

worth of Esperanto can be enough to engage you in varied conversations. Who 

knows? Maybe you’ll just have to try it out for yourself. Bonan Sorton! 

Good Luck! 
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The Rise of Fictitious Languages 
By Anantha Anilkumar  

The idea of an entire language developed simply to complement a fictional 

story has often been an enjoyable, if somewhat pointless (why on Earth would 

you waste the time and energy?) motif used to enrich and create an appearance 

of depth and plausibility in a fictitious tale. While most of these merely 

touch upon the odd phrase and are not intended for use as a full language, 

there are a few that are and such languages are in widespread usage among 

the fandom of that story/series of stories. Of course, it is very natural to 

think of the iconic 

and extremely 

popular Klingon of 

the Star Trek 

Universe spoken by 

the humanoid warrior 

specie, the 

Klingons, but this 

was by no means the 

first fictionally 

constructed 

language.  

In fact, we can trace 

the idea of a 

fictional language 

to 425 BCE where a strange parody of Persian took form in Aristophanes' 

comedy The Acharnians. The language was poorly made, and created 

predominantly for comedic value to degrade the Persians. Also in Aristophanes 

we find languages for both frogs and birds. However this idea only really 

began to take proper shape as a literary motif in Gulliver’s Travels and 

the 1899 short story “The White People” in which the fictitious Aklo was 

introduced proving so popular, that it was subsequently borrowed by other 

novelists such as H.P Lovecraft in his two books “The Dunwich Horror” and 

“The Haunter of the Dark”.  It also made a more contemporary appearance in 

Alan Moore’s “The Courtyard”. Afterwards, we have J.R. Tolkien’s 

languages, often cited as among the best fictional languages. Whilst a vast, 

expansive analysis could only brush the surface of Tolkien’s many Elvin 

tongues, we chose just to look at one: Quenya. Taking shape in 1910, it is 

well-known that by this time, Tolkien’s linguistic knowledge already spanned 

Latin, Greek, Italian, Spanish, several ancient Germanic languages, Gothic, 
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Old Norse and Old English. Upon discovering Finnish, Tolkien felt a sensation 

he described later as "like discovering a complete wine-cellar filled with 

bottles of an amazing wine of a kind and flavour never tasted before. It 

quite intoxicated me."  This profoundly affected the further development of 

Quenya. George Orwell’s most famous novel, 1984, contained a new form of 

English used to prohibit freedom of thought, freedom, self-expression, 

individuality, and peace. Any form of thought alternative to the party’s 

construct was classified as a "thoughtcrime". Many Bolshevik terms in common 

usage in the Eastern Bloc at the time worked their way into this new English, 

Newspeak. This brings us back onto Klingon, the most well-known of them all. 

This fictional language is the subject of many a dictionaries, games, clubs 

and even some operas. Created by Marc Okrand, this language still incites a 

mad gleam in the eyes of every Trekker and Trekkie. More contemporary 

fictional languages include Dothraki (Game of Thrones) and Na’vi (Avatar). 
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The History of Duolingo 
By Seyi Omonitan  

Duolingo, a powerful learning tool 

has been serving the world with 

clean, simple-to use, reliable and 

free language learning for over 3 

years. With 20 million active users 

and over 20 languages, Duolingo has 

definitely grown rapidly within 

its short lifespan, so far, relying 

merely on wide-spread 

crowdsourcing to translate text to provide its users with ad-free language 

learning, available portably through selected mobile and tablet devices.  
The project of Duolingo was started by a university professor who served 

Carnegie Mellon University: an American university, along with one of his 

students called Severin Hacker. Their idea was further developed by others 

named: Antonio Navas, Vicki Cheung, Marcel Uekermann, Brendan Meeder, Hector 

Villafuerte, and Jose Fuentes. With ambition, spirit and passion, the men 

and women were able to 

receive funding for the 

new project through Luis 

von Ahn's MacArthur 

fellowship and a National 

Science Foundation grant, 

as well as in the shape 

of investments from 

actor, Ashton Kutcher’s 

firm, A-Grade Investments 

and Union Square Ventures, a New York-based venture capital firm, responsible 

for the funding of Twitter and Tumblr. Within no time, Duolingo started its 

private beta on the 30 November 2011 and was very popular, with a long waiting 

list of over 100, 000.  After six months, Duolingo was launched for the 

general public. 

 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://venturebeat.com/2012/09/17/duolingo-funding/&ei=XJaLVZXWL8v8UNDxgOgM&bvm=bv.96782255,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNHweKoAr7rMpf5c566hCT2VewYBUw&ust=1435297748390528
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://ictineltmirae.blogspot.com/2015/01/duolingo.html&ei=vZaLVd78I8mAUdSQgpAC&bvm=bv.96782255,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNE9J5BKvHDBIMkNXzF_6Heu_9XrKA&ust=1435297825892771
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The Other Point of View 
By Joseph Madden  

I strongly dislike languages.  They are forced upon all at 

KS3, despite the fact that many students find them hard to 

learn and will never use them in their later life.  With so 

much of the world speaking English, it is quite unlikely for 

most people to have to speak these languages apart from for 

a bit of fun on holidays abroad.  Many 

irregularities in foreign languages make 

learning them simply a remembering game.  Languages are a 

fundamental part of human life and existence, however the 

subject is not.  I believe languages should be an optional 

study, as so many people dislike learning them.  Though 

Duolingo tries to makes learning languages easier, they are 

fighting a losing battle.  
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Languages Greetings Crossword 
Across 

1. Hello in Romanian 

3. Hello in Estonian 

5. Hello/Good-bye in Portuguese 

8. Hello in Finnish 

9. Hello in Slovenian 

10. Hello in Spanish 

12. Hi in Swedish 

13. Hello in Croatian 

14. Hello in Slovak 

Down 

1. Hello in Latvian 

2. Hello in Esperanto 

4. Hello in German 

5. Good-day in French 

6. Good morning/Good afternoon in Polish 

7. Hello in Vietnamese 

8. Hello in Filipino 

10. Hello in Danish 

11. Hello in Italian 

 

Answers will be found in next month’s summatim. 
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Leader Board (as of 12:00pm Sunday 28
th
 June 2015) 

This month has seen some extraordinary shifts in the power balance of the 

middle order with the tumultuous rises of both Nathan of 8B and Tharsican of 

8H. However, it has stayed pretty much the same at the top with Anantha 

Anilkumar and Jacob Gaskell enjoying a monopoly of the top two spots, although 

the latter has Jasper Maughan hot on his heels, but he seems to be coping 

well. Commendations must go out to Edwin scoring one of the most this month 

with 410 XP and also Jamie Bergin and Dhanushan Vijayakumar who are usually 

not among the producers of the most hard-hitting scores of the month. Hugo 

Maughan and Seyi Omonitan have also chimed in with their consistently solid 

contributions. Anantha has made no progress this month and may find it hard 

work to regain his overall top spot again next month.  Below are the overall 

and monthly scores.  We have also decided that due to the unfair 

representation of Cure house that the median would be a more appropriate way 

to measure average and that those gaining zero during this month shall not 

contribute to the leader board. 

Overall Totals 

Bingham 3618 XP HieronofSyracuse (Ananthapadmanabhan Anilkumar) 

Bingham 2975 XP JakeWickham (Jacob Gaskell) 

Cure    2790 XP linguist222 (Jasper Maughan) 

Bingham 2171 XP SeyiOmonit (Seyi Omonitan) 

Bingham 1464 XP Apilash09 (Apilash Jeyaganthan) 

Leeke   1153 XP joeltkov (Joel Kovoor) 

Harvard 1028 XP kingslime2001 (Edwin Roberts) 

Bingham 816 XP Hugomaughan02 (Hugo Maughan) 

Bingham 641 XP Sheepszx (Jamie Bergin) 

Bingham 470 XP Dhanushan (Dhanushan Vijayakumar) 

Bingham 470 XP nathan3.02 (Nathan Alemu) 

Harvard 463 XP Da_Spanish_Guy (Daniel Jackson) 

Bingham 422 XP Tharun26 (Tharun Varatharajan) 

Harvard 310 XP tharsi08 (Tharsican) 

Cure    292 XP Stoatystoatrock* 

Harvard 290 XP BenLambert1 (Ben Lamberti) 

Bingham 280 XP FreddieSke (Freddie Skerrett) 

Bingham 234 XP Neil003 (Neil Patel) 

Leeke   155 XP kanavgupta (Kanav Gupta) 

Harvard 152 XP Hutchie69 (Ollie Hutchinson) 

Bingham 152 XP AdeshDooraree (Adesh Dooraree) 

Bingham 120 XP Digby2130 (Aran Grover) 

Harvard 120 XP viduvijaya (Vidushan Vijayaraja) 
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Cure    90 XP RaymondGuo1 (Raymond Guo) 

Leeke   13 XP DonShan (Darshan Varma) 

Harvard 10 XP CD121212 (Connor Donohoe)  

 

1) Bingham (median):  470XP 

2) Cure (median):  292XP 

3) Harvard (median):  290XP 

4) Leeke (median): 155XP 

 

Monthly totals (June) 

Bingham 470 XP nathan3.02 (Nathan Alemu) 

Harvard 410 XP kingslime2001 (Edwin Roberts) 

Bingham 382 XP JakeWickham (Jacob Gaskell) 

Cure    380 XP linguist222 (Jasper Maughan) 

Bingham 320 XP Sheepszx (Jamie Bergin) 

Bingham 310 XP Dhanushan (Dhanushan Vijayakumar) 

Bingham 200 XP Hugomaughan02 (Hugo Maughan) 

Bingham 198 XP SeyiOmonit (Seyi Omonitan) 

Leeke   174 XP joeltkov (Joel Kovoor) 

Bingham 80 XP Digby2130 (Aran Grover) 

Bingham 50 XP AdeshDooraree (Adesh Dooraree) 

Harvard 20 XP tharsi08 (Tharsican) 

Bingham 10 XP FreddieSke (Freddie Skerrett) 

Monthly averages cannot be calculated due to poor turnout by Leeke, Harvard 

and Cure. 

 

* = Does not wish to be named 
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Duolingo sometimes gives us weird and funny phrases to 

translate.  If you come across any of these phrases, take 

a screen shot and email the image to 

jacob.gaskell@saintolaves.net. 

If you would like to write an article for our next magazine 

please email jacob.gaskell@saintolaves.net with your 

ideas. 

 

Look out for our next issue 

coming out 1
st
 October featuring: 
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